[GRIN-endoscopy for laser treatment in ophthalmology].
Endoscopes for use in ophthalmology can be manufactured with diameters smaller than 0.89 mm. Because gradient-index (GRIN) lenses yield a higher resolution than ordered fiber bundles having the same diameter, GRIN lenses with a diameter of either 0.35 mm or 0.50 mm were utilized to manufacture thin high resolution endoscopes. Whatever the working distance, the resolution obtained with a GRIN lens having a diameter of 0.50 mm was higher than that obtained with a GRIN lens of 0.35 mm. Thanks to the miniaturization, an additional working channel could also be integrated within the endoscope. This allowed new combinations of various surgical instruments. This channel can be used as a guide for an optical fiber for laser therapy or as an irrigation/aspiration channel. The use of such an instrument where the observation path is parallel to the surgical instrument was compared to the application of the endoscope as a separate monitoring system. The advantages and inconveniences of both systems are discussed. Preference is given to a system where the diameter of the observation channel is maximum and the optical fiber for laser delivery is integrated but adjustable along its length within the endoscope.